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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Rapid growth and trade offer opportunities and resources for advancing development and reducing poverty in developing and least developed countries, but also pose significant challenges for policy makers and development partners. Despite the advancement in reducing poverty rates globally, there is growing concern about the distribution of benefits within countries, or how different groups could be affected by trade and globalization more generally. UNCTAD's work has shown that the combination of pervasive poverty, high inequality and low growth has been disadvantageous to the achievement of poverty reduction and inclusive socio-economic development, particularly in some countries in Africa. **Why trade does not benefit people in developing countries, and therefore help in poverty reduction to a greater extent?2030 agenda**
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Outline 
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Growth in LDCs 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The stylised facts: Since the mid-1990s LDCs have registered an impressive rate of economic growth reaching the peak of around7% just before the global crises 
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Poverty Headcount Ratios 

Source: World Bank, Development Research Group, 2014. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Despite fast economic growth, job generation has lagged behind in quantityEmployment growth: 3% well below economic growth: 7%  (annual rates, 2000–2012)ALSO IN quality:Most jobs are in informal sector: insecure, low wages, low skillsLower producvityVulnerable employment (own account +      family workers): 80% total employmentWorking poor: ¾  total employmentOnly slow overall poverty reduction
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The international context and the 
role of policy  



• Fiscal policy: Central role to finance public investment and 
social services 
 

• Credit policy: Improve access to financing of firms – 
including farmers, micro and small enterprises 
– Multiple actors: development banks (national and 

regional), rural banks, commercial banks, credit 
cooperatives, informal institutions, etc. 
 

• Monetary policy: Focus on delivering stable inflation 
 

(see UNCTAD Trade and Development Report, 2015) 
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Policies to increase production and income 
and employment creation / expansion 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Overall objective: Increase production and income and and employment creation / expansionFiscal policy: Central role to finance public investment and social servicesNeed to improve mobilization of domestic resourcesCredit policy: Improve access to financing of firms, esp. farmers, micro and small enterprisesMultiple actors: development banks (national and regional), rural banks, commercial banks, credit cooperatives, informal institutions…Monetary policy: Focus on delivering stable inflation



 
• Trade has been growing at a very fast pace driven by favourable 

policies, technological innovation and reductions in transaction 
costs. BUT international dynamics have changed since the global 
recession. 
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The international context 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Trade has been growing at a very fast pace driven by favourable policies, technological innovation and reductions in transaction costs. BUT international dynamics have changed since the global recession: world trade growth has been weak since 2012 (after rebounding following the crises). Weak demand, financial market fragility and high inequality have affected affect growth performance in developing countries and elsewhere. The crisis is not over and the risk of stagnation in advanced economies looms. International trade has slowed sharply and cannot provide alone a remedy to insufficient global demand. To avoid secular stagnation, policies need to address the roots of the crisis on both the demand and supply side (TDR 2015).Rise of emerging economies – especially China & IndiaMore competition more opportunities: South-South trade and FDITechnological changeICT (e-commerce; mobile internet; services trade)Fragmentation of production: value chainsShift by majors towards (mega-) regional trade agreements and away from the WTO TPP, TTIP, TiSANo progress in DDA on key agriculture issuesShift in policy away from tariffs towards a mix of NTMs and subsidies



 
• Weak demand, financial market fragility and high inequality have 

affected growth performance in advanced and developing countries. 
The crisis is not over and the risk of stagnation in advanced 
economies is still latent (UNCTAD, TDR 2015). 
 

• International trade cannot provide alone a remedy to insufficient 
global demand.  

Policies matter!! 
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The international context 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Weak demand, financial market fragility and high inequality have affected affect growth performance in developing countries and elsewhere. The crisis is not over and the risk of stagnation in advanced economies looms. International trade has slowed sharply and cannot provide alone a remedy to insufficient global demand. To avoid secular stagnation, policies need to address the roots of the crisis on both the demand and supply side (TDR 2015).Rise of emerging economies – especially China & IndiaMore competition more opportunities: South-South trade and FDITechnological changeICT (e-commerce; mobile internet; services trade)Fragmentation of production: value chainsShift by majors towards (mega-) regional trade agreements and away from the WTOTPP, TTIP, TiSANo progress in DDA on key agriculture issuesShift in policy away from tariffs towards a mix of NTMs and subsidies
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Trade, Employment and Poverty  



• The Macroeconomic channel: trade, growth, and 
poverty 
– Trade affects economic growth 
– Growth can reduce poverty and inequality  

 
• The Microeconomic channel: household welfare 

– Trade affects prices  
– Prices affect households’ income and welfare 
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Trade and poverty: the mechanisms 



• Important to consider the role of trade costs in accounting for the eventual impact 
of trade on poverty reduction n LDCs 
 

•  Atkin and Donaldson (2015, “Who's Getting Globalized? The Size and 
Implications of Intra-national Trade Costs”, NBER Working Paper) address this 
crucial topic 

– They advance new datasets and focus on Ethiopia and Nigeria 
– One of their key findings is that the cost of distance within Ethiopia and Nigeria is 

four to five times larger than in the USA 
–  The findings imply that consumers in these countries’ remote locations suffer from 

the high cost of the intra-national connections and therefore with the rest of the 
world 

 
• So they are paying a higher price for imports, with the consequent reduction in 

the consumer surplus, because of the intra-national costs 
 

• Therefore reducing intra-national trade costs should be a point of focus for 
structural reforms in developing countries if greater gains for trade are to be 
observed in the future (see UNCTAD, Making trade work for Least Developed 
Countries: A Handbook on Mainstreaming Trade, 2016) 
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The role of trade costs 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Standard prediction: trade openness in developing countries should reduce wage inequalityExtensive literature studying whether this prediction holds in the data:  effect depends on many factors, several of which are country- and time-specificGovernment Revenue and Expenditure Channel: household welfareNo strong evidence that trade liberalization has decreased social expenditure 



• Trade openness in developing countries should reduce wage inequality 
but the evidence is not conclusive: 
– Extensive empirical literature holds that the effect depends on many 

factors, which are country- and time-specific (Goldberg and Pavnick 
JEL, 2007). 

 
• Technology: Trade (Globalization) raises growth rates in all countries, 

but it worsens the distribution of income because more able workers 
benefit relatively more from the improved matching technology - skill 
premium! (e.g. Grossman and Helpman, NBER, 2014). 
 

• Global supply chains: the emergence of value chains has opposite 
effects on wage inequality for workers employed at the bottom and at the 
top of the chain, generating wage inequality across sectors (Costinot, 
Vogel and Wang, NBER, 2012). 
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The Wages and Employment Channel 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Standard prediction: trade openness in developing countries should reduce wage inequalityExtensive literature studying whether this prediction holds in the data:  effect depends on many factors, several of which are country- and time-specificGovernment Revenue and Expenditure Channel: household welfareNo strong evidence that trade liberalization has decreased social expenditure 



Net Impact of trade on jobs (McMillan and Verduzco, ILO, 2011; and 
Harrison, McLaren and McMillan, Annual Review of Economics, 2011). 

 
• Exports  
Jobs in export activities tend to be of  higher quality, observing higher 
productivity and higher wages than in non-export sectors. Yet, productivity 
and exports might increase without significant job creation. 
 
• Imports  
Imports do indeed destroy jobs in certain industries, i.e. employment is 
reduced because of import competition (the import-competing sector 
contracts following trade liberalization; in other instances even disappears). 
YET, the fact that trade destroys jobs in certain industries does not mean 
that it reduces employment overall. 

 

Trade and employment: net outcome 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Displaced  workers in the import competing sectors do not move into the exporting sectors, instead end-up in lower paid services occupation.The number of job separations caused by import competition is relatively small, compared to the number of job separations caused by other factors such as increasing domestic competition, fluctuations in the weather, technological change, shifts in consumer tastes, and so on. 



 
• Government Revenue and Expenditure Channel: 

household welfare: no strong evidence that trade 
liberalization has decreased social expenditures in 
developing countries. 
 

• Policies and institutions play an important role in 
mediating the effects of liberalization, and providing 
the safety nets and social protection programmes to 
counteract the impacts on income distribution and 
poverty (Ali and Thorbecke, 2000; Fosu, 2010; 
Thorbecke, 2014).  
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Standard prediction: trade openness in developing countries should reduce wage inequalityExtensive literature studying whether this prediction holds in the data:  effect depends on many factors, several of which are country- and time-specificGovernment Revenue and Expenditure Channel: household welfareNo strong evidence that trade liberalization has decreased social expenditure In this regard, policies and institutions play an important role in mediating the effects, and providing the safety nets to counteract the impacts of globalization on income distribution and poverty (Ali and Thorbecke, 2000; and Fosu, 2010).  Research shows that the gains from trade are highly unequal, and the poor do not always benefit from globalization (e.g. Harrison, 2007). Much of the benefits expected from reforming the trade policy regime can be realized only if trade liberalization is accompanied by policies aimed at absorbing shocks, if there is adequate economic management and governance. This underscores the need for carefully targeted safety nets, such as income support from the governments to corn farmers in Mexico and food aid in Ethiopia (Thorbecke, 2014). 
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Trade policy and development: challenges 
 
• Limited structural transformation (agriculture & industry); 

 
• High level of informality (lack of credit, low skills, inefficiencies due to small 

size) 
 

• Inclusion (gender, regional disparities, etc.); 
 

• Sustainability (mitigation and adaption, particularly in small and structurally 
vulnerable economies). 
 

Trade policy  per se is not sufficient to boost economic growth and lower poverty: 
 

• A high level of human and institutional capacity is necessary to formulate and 
implement effective trade strategies. 
 

• Structural transformations are required to overcome supply side constraints. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Economies with large informal economies have less capacity to reap off the benetis  of freer trade .. The case in LDCs
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Role of trade policy: nationally and in the 2030 
Development Agenda 

• Set clear overall goals and objectives that are measurable and that will 
be monitored: E.g., Istanbul Programme of Action for LDCs  target of 
doubling exports by 2020; the SDGs: No poverty, Decent work and 
economic growth, Reduce inequalities, and Partnerships for the goals. 
 

• Provide a framework for an actionable agenda  
 

• Focus on specific targets/actions 
 

• Based on consultations/deliberative processes and communicated 
widely – general awareness of aims and results achieved matters 
 

• No “one size fits all” – must be flexible and dynamic to adjust to 
changing national and international circumstances. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
How to achieve the direct objectives including the intermediate and final goals
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Policies priorities for employment creation in LDCs 
 

• Develop productive capacities and generate employment 
 

• Technology upgrading and economic diversification and upgrade traditional 
sectors 
– Appropriate (labour-intensive) in non-tradable activities 
– Aim at productivity growth in all sectors. 

 
• Non-tradables: Major role in absorbing surplus labour (in short to medium term) 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Develop productive capacities AND generate employmentDiversify economy (new sectors) AND upgrade traditional sectorsinstead of present type of structural change:  Labour moving from subsistence agriculture to informal survivalist urban activitiesNontradables: Major role in absorbing surplus labour (in short to medium term)given present type of structural changeTechnology:Advanced in modern sectors (esp. tradables)Appropriate (labour-intensive) in nontradable activitiesAim at productivity growth in all sectors



 
• The central focus of trade policy should be to help address 

constraints that reduce competitiveness and impede the use of trade 
in realization of economic growth, employment creation and poverty 
eradication objectives. 
 

• The priority from a trade perspective is to identify and implement an 
action agenda to reduce trade costs for enterprises across all 
sectors, including farmers and SMEs. 
 

• A successful national development strategy should comprise, over 
and above macroeconomic strategies, elements of social protection 
schemes that while reducing poverty, can also contribute to human 
capital improvements, better health and increased productivity. 
Social protection programmes can have an effective role in providing 
a safety net or shock absorbing mechanism, and hence contribute to 
eliminate the virtuous circle of poverty-low productivity and 
unemployment.   
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Conclusion 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Institutional mechanisms MOST PROCESSES ARE DRIVEN BY THE GOVERNMENT BUT SHOULD BE MULTIPLE STAKEHOLDERIf the concept of trade mainstreaming has to be understood as placing trade at the center of the national development strategy, the reverse is also true. Saying it differently, mainstreaming national development strategy into trade policy is also determinent in achieiving inclusive growth objectives. Hence, Development strategy has be kept in mind at each stage of the trade policy cycle. Trade Ministry should establish a Focal Point  to facilitate interaction, coordination and coherence on trade    mainstreaming and trade policyNeed for improvement in the coordination of trade and trade related policies by relevant institutions through the leadership of MTICMContinuous advocacy for trade mainstreaming and effective dissemination of trade information among relevant institutions.Strengthened ownership and capacity of institutions
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